DIGIMON CARD GAME Draconic Roar

EX03
№
EX3-003

EX3-006

EX3-007

Ｑ

1
Flarerizamon

1
Lavorvomon

1

EX3-009

EX3-014

Ａ

Sunarizamon
Does "[Dragon], [saur] or [Ceratopsian] in Yes, [Dragonkin] is included.
one of its traits" mean that this effect's
targets include [Dragonkin] in addition to
[Dragon]?
Does "[Dragon], [saur] or [Ceratopsian] in Yes, [Dragonkin] is included.
one of its traits" mean that this effect's
targets include [Dragonkin] in addition to
[Dragon]?
This cardʼs effect reveals 4 cards. If the
cards revealed only include 1 card with
the [Rock Dragon], [Earth Dragon], [Bird
Dragon], [Machine Dragon], or [Sky
Dragon] trait or a [Hina Kurihara], can I
still add a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card with
the [Rock Dragon], [Earth Dragon], [Bird
Dragon], [Machine Dragon], or [Sky
Dragon] trait or a [Hina Kurihara] is
among the cards revealed, you can add it
to your hand.

This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If both a
card with the [Rock Dragon], [Earth
Dragon], [Bird Dragon], [Machine
Dragon], or [Sky Dragon] trait and a [Hina
Kurihara] are among the cards revealed,
can I choose to only add one of them to
my hand, and place the remaining card at
the bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
Digimon card [...] and 1 [Hina Kurihara]
among them to your hand,” so you must
add as many cards to your hand as
possible.

2
Volcdramon

1
Dorbickmon

Does "[Dragon], [saur] or [Ceratopsian] in Yes, [Dragonkin] is included.
one of its traits" mean that this effect's
targets include [Dragonkin] in addition to
[Dragon]?

Does "[Dragon], [saur] or [Ceratopsian] in Yes, [Dragonkin] is included.
one of its traits" mean that this effect's
targets include [Dragonkin] in addition to
[Dragon]?
EX3-015

1
Crabmon
Does "that Digimon" on this card refer to
the "1 of your blue Digimon" or does it
refer to this card when played from
digivolution cards?

EX3-016

It refers to the "1 of your blue Digimon"
that you select with this card's [On Play]
effect.

SnowAgumon
I have 2 Digimon in this card's digivolution Yes, the inherited effect activates for each
of the 2 Digimon, so the digivolution cost
cards, and my opponent's Digimon
digivolves with no digivolution cards. Does increases by a total of 2.
the digivolution cost increase by 2?
1
2 of my opponent's Digimon with no
digivolution cards DNA digivolve when my
Digimon has this card in its digivolution
cards. Does the digivolution cost increase
by 2?

2

No, the digivolution cost only increases by
1. This card's inherited effect reads "When
an opponent's Digimon with no
digivolution cards would digivolve," so
even in the case of a DNA digivolution
where there are 2 of the target
opponent's Digimon, the digivolution cost
only increases by 1 with this effect
because the digivolution only occurs once.

3

Yes, the digivolution cost increases by 1.
1 of my opponent's Digimon with no
digivolution cards and 1 of my opponent's
Digimon with digivolution cards DNA
digivolves when my Digimon has this card
in its digivolution cards. Does the
digivolution cost increase by 1?
My opponent's red Tamer digivolves into a
[BT4-011 Agunimon] when my Digimon
has this card in its digivolution cards. Does
the digivolution cost increase by 1?

Yes, the digivolution cost increases by 1.
[BT4-011 Agunimon]'s effect reads "You
may Digivolve this card from your hand
onto one of your red Tamers as if the
Tamer is a level 3 Digimon," so the Tamer
is considered to be a Digimon without
digivolution cards, and the digivolution
cost increases by 1 due to this card's
inherited effect.

My Digimon has this card in its digivolution
cards. Does the digivolution cost increase
by 1 when my opponent digivolves a red
Tamer with cards under it into a [BT4-011
Agunimon]?

No, it doesn't. [BT4-011 Agunimon]'s
effect reads "You may Digivolve this card
from your hand onto one of your red
Tamers as if the Tamer is a level 3
Digimon," so a Tamer with cards under it
is considered to be a Digimon with
digivolution cards.

When a Digimon with no digivolution
cards digivolves and the digivolution cost
increases due to this card's inherited
effect, what happens if I can't pay the
digivolution cost as a result?

The digivolution fails, and the revealed
card to digivolve into is returned to its
owner's hand.

Does "that Digimon" on this card refer to
the "1 of your blue Digimon" or does it
refer to this card when played from
digivolution cards?

It refers to the "1 of your blue Digimon"
that you select with this card's [On Play]
effect.

4

5

EX3-017

EX3-019

6
Ebidramon

1
Paledramon

I have 2 Digimon in this card's digivolution Yes, the inherited effect activates for each
of the 2 Digimon, so the digivolution cost
cards, and my opponent's Digimon
digivolves with no digivolution cards. Does increases by a total of 2.
the digivolution cost increase by 2?
1
2 of my opponent's Digimon with no
digivolution cards DNA digivolves when
my Digimon has this card in its
digivolution cards. Does the digivolution
cost increase by 2?

No, the digivolution cost only increases by
1. This card's inherited effect reads "When
an opponent's Digimon with no
digivolution cards would digivolve," so
even in the case of a DNA digivolution
where there are 2 of the target
opponent's Digimon, the digivolution cost
only increases by 1 with this effect
because the digivolution only occurs once.

2
Yes, the digivolution cost increases by 1.
1 of my opponent's Digimon with no
digivolution cards and 1 of my opponent's
Digimon with digivolution cards DNA
digivolves when my Digimon has this card
in its digivolution cards. Does the
digivolution cost increase by 1?
3
My opponent's red Tamer digivolves into a
[BT4-011 Agunimon] when my Digimon
has this card in its digivolution cards. Does
the digivolution cost increase by 1?

4

Yes, the digivolution cost increases by 1.
[BT4-011 Agunimon]'s effect reads "You
may Digivolve this card from your hand
onto one of your red Tamers as if the
Tamer is a level 3 Digimon," so the Tamer
is considered to be a Digimon without
digivolution cards, and the digivolution
cost increases by 1 due to this card's
inherited effect.

My Digimon has this card in its digivolution
cards. Does the digivolution cost increase
by 1 when my opponent digivolves a red
Tamer with cards under it into a [BT4-011
Agunimon]?

No, it doesn't. [BT4-011 Agunimon]'s
effect reads "You may Digivolve this card
from your hand onto one of your red
Tamers as if the Tamer is a level 3
Digimon," so a Tamer with cards under it
is considered to be a Digimon with
digivolution cards.

When a Digimon with no digivolution
cards digivolves and the digivolution cost
increases due to this card's inherited
effect, what happens if I can't pay the
digivolution cost as a result?

The digivolution fails, and the revealed
card to digivolve into is returned to its
owner's hand.

5

EX3-021

6
CrysPaledramon

1

EX3-024

2
Slayerdramon

1

2

3

EX3-028

4
Patamon

1

EX3-034

Yes, different Digimon can be chosen.
Can different Digimon be chosen for the
target digivolution cards to trash and the
target digivolution cards that "can't attack
or block" for this card's [When
Digivolving] effect?
When this card's [When Digivolving] effect Yes, this is possible.
is activated on an opponent's Digimon
with 4 digivolution cards, is it possible to
trash the 1st and 3rd digivolution cards
from the top?
Can I use this card's [All Turns] effect to Yes, you can.
unsuspend this Digimon if it was
suspended by an <Evade> effect that was
gained from an inherited effect?
Your opponent chooses.
Which player chooses the Digimon that
attacks by this card's [Start of Opponent's
Main Phase] effect?
At what timing does my opponent choose Immediately after this effect activates and
you suspend 1 of your Digimon with
the Digimon that attacks by this card's
[Dramon] or [Examon] in its name by this
[Start of Opponent's Main Phase] effect?
card's effect.
Can my opponent choose my Digimon
with a "can't attack" effect as the target
when they activate this card's [Start of
Opponent's Main Phase] effect?

Yes, they can. In such cases, the attack
isn't performed and the effect ends due to
the "can't attack" effect.

This cardʼs effect reveals 4 cards. If the
cards revealed only include a yellow card
with the [Angel], [Cherub], [Throne],
[Authority], [Seraph], or [Virtue] trait or a
card with the [Four Great Dragons] trait,
can I still add a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a yellow card with
with the [Angel], [Cherub], [Throne],
[Authority], [Seraph], or [Virtue] trait or a
card with the [Four Great Dragons] trait is
among the cards revealed, you can add it
to your hand.

This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If both a
yellow card with the [Angel], [Cherub],
[Throne], [Authority], [Seraph], or
[Virtue] trait and a card with the [Four
Great Dragons] trait are among the cards
revealed, can I choose to only add one of
them to my hand, and place the
remaining card at the bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 yellow
card [...] and 1 card with [Four Great
Dragons] in its traits among them to your
hand,” so you must add as many cards to
your hand as possible.

I used this card's [When Digivolving]
effect to place a [EX3-069 Trial of the
Four Great Dragons] from my hand in the
battle area. Does [EX3-069 Trial of the
Four Great Dragons]'s [Main] <Draw 1>.
Then, place this card in your battle area."
effect activate?

No, it doesn't activate. This card's [When
Digivolving] effect only places a [Trial of
the Four Great Dragons] from your hand
in the battle area when you don't already
have a [Trial of the Four Great Dragons]
placed.

2
Angewomon

1

EX3-036

EX3-048

Magnadramon

2
Jazardmon

1

EX3-051

2
Tankdramon

I used this card's [On Deletion] effect to
place a [EX3-069 Trial of the Four Great
Dragons] from my hand in the battle area.
Does [EX3-069 Trial of the Four Great
Dragons]'s [Main] <Draw 1>. Then, place
this card in your battle area." effect
activate?

No, it doesn't activate. This card's [On
Deletion] effect only places a [Trial of the
Four Great Dragons] from your hand in
the battle area when you don't already
have a [Trial of the Four Great Dragons]
placed.

This cardʼs effect reveals 4 cards. If the
cards revealed only include 1 card with
the [Rock Dragon], [Earth Dragon], [Bird
Dragon], [Machine Dragon], or [Sky
Dragon] trait or a [Hina Kurihara], can I
still add a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card with
the [Rock Dragon], [Earth Dragon], [Bird
Dragon], [Machine Dragon], or [Sky
Dragon] trait or a [Hina Kurihara] is
among the cards revealed, you can add it
to your hand.

This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If both a
card with the [Rock Dragon], [Earth
Dragon], [Bird Dragon], [Machine
Dragon], or [Sky Dragon] trait and a [Hina
Kurihara] are among the cards revealed,
can I choose to only add one of them to
my hand, and place the remaining card at
the bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
Digimon card [...] and 1 [Hina Kurihara]
among them to your hand,” so you must
add as many cards to your hand as
possible.

Yes. If you do not play it, you must trash
If I don't play the [Commandramon]
revealed with this cardʼs inherited effect, it.
do I have to trash the [Commandramon]?
EX3-053

EX3-054

EX3-055

1
Metallicdramon

1

My opponent activates this card's [On
Play] effect. Can I DNA digivolve an
unsuspended Digimon and a suspended
Digimon in the next turn?

No, you can't. Unless you have 2
suspended Digimon for the DNA
digivolution, you can't digivolve because
of this card's effect.

2

My opponent activates this card's [On
Play] effect. Can I use a <Digisorption>
effect to suspend an unsuspended
Digimon and then digivolve that Digimon
in the next turn?

No, you can't. <Digisorption> effects read
"when one of your Digimon digivolves," so
unless the Digimon for the digivolution is
in a state where it can digivolve, the effect
can't activate.

My opponent activates this card's [On
Play] effect. Can I digivolve an
unsuspended Tamer into a [BT4-011
Agunimon] in the next turn?

No, you can't. [BT4-011 Agunimon]'s
effect reads "You may digivolve this card
from your hand onto one of your red
Tamers as if the Tamer is a level 3 red
Digimon," so it is considered to be an
unsuspended Digimon and can't digivolve.

Can I choose not to digivolve after
returning cards with [D-Brigade] in their
traits from my trash to the top of my deck
for this card's "When you would digivolve
into this card" effect?

No, you can't. The "When you would
digivolve into this card" effect is an effect
where you return cards with [D-Brigade]
to the top of your deck and reduce the
digivolution cost after you reveal this card
from your hand and declare a digivolution.
Once you return cards, you can't cancel
the effect.

Do I only trash a purple or red card with
[Imperialdramon] in its name or [Free] in
its traits among the cards revealed from
my deck by this card's [On Play] effect?

Yes, the purple or red cards with
[Imperialdramon] in their names or [Free]
in their traits are the only cards that you
add to your hand or trash.

3
Darkdramon

1
Wormmon

2

EX3-058

Shadramon

1

EX3-060

EX3-064

EX3-074

EX3-065

2
ExTyrannomon

1
Megidramon

1
Examon

If I use this card's [When Digivolving]
effect to digivolve into a level 4 red
Digimon, does my other Digimon have to
be red?

No, the target original "1 of your other
Digimon" for this effect does not have to
be red.

I used this Digimon's [When Digivolving]
effect to DNA digivolve, and this caused
the memory gauge to move on my
opponent's side. Is it possible to use this
card's inherited effect to DNA digivolve
again at the end of the turn?

Yes, this is possible.

No, once the attack is declared, the attack
After declaring an attack with this
Digimon, this Digimon's digivolution cards will continue even if you lose digivolution
cards in the meantime.
were trashed by an effect during the
reaction timing window. Is the attack
canceled?
I used this card's [On Deletion] effect to
place a [EX3-069 Trial of the Four Great
Dragons] from my hand in the battle area.
Does [EX3-069 Trial of the Four Great
Dragons]'s [Main] <Draw 1>. Then, place
this card in your battle area." effect
activate?

No, it doesn't activate. This card's [On
Deletion] effect only places a [Trial of the
Four Great Dragons] from your hand in
the battle area when you don't already
have a [Trial of the Four Great Dragons]
placed.

Does "You may place 1 green or blue
Digimon card with [Dramon] in its name
from your hand under this Digimon as its
bottom digivolution card" in this card's
[When Digivolving] effect activate when
DNA digivolving?

Yes, it activates. "You may place 1 green
or blue Digimon card with [Dramon] in its
name from your hand under this Digimon
as its bottom digivolution card" activates
when digivolving normally or when DNA
digivolving. The "When DNA digivolving,
you may play 1 green or blue Digimon
card with [Dramon] in its name and
12000 DP or less from your hand without
paying the cost" part activates only when
DNA digivolving.

One of my Digimon digivolved into a
Digimon with [Rock Dragon], [Earth
Dragon], [Machine Dragon], or [Sky
Dragon] in its traits when I had 2 copies
of this card in play. Can I suspend both
copies of this card and activate the
digivolved Digimon's [On Play] effects
twice?

Yes, you can. However, you can't activate
2 effects at the same time, so you must
activate them 1 at a time. After you
suspend the first card and activate 1 of
the digivolved Digimon's [On Play] effects,
then you may suspend the second card
and activate the second [On Play] effect.
Note that if the first effect or another
effect triggers an effect that deletes the
digivolved Digimon or otherwise removes
it from the battle area, the second effect
doesn't activate.

1
Hina Kurihara

1

2

One of my Digimon digivolved into a [EX3- The [On Deletion] effect is triggered
012 Volcanicdramon] when I had 2 copies afterward, so the [On Deletion] effect
takes priority and activates first.
of this card in play. I used the effects on
the first copy of this card to activate [EX3012 Volcanicdramon]'s [On Play] effect
and deleted all of my opponent's Digimon
with the lowest DP. At this time, does the
[On Deletion] effect of my opponent's
deleted Digimon activate first or does the
effect on the second copy of this card
activate first?

EX3-066

EX3-069

Hyper Infinity Cannon

1
Trial of the Four Great Dragons

1

EX3-070

2
Avalon's Gate

What does "While you have a level 6
Digimon with [Machine] in its traits in
play, you may use this card without
meeting its color requirements." mean,
exactly?

Yes, it is still a Digimon that was played
This card's effects read "The Digimon
by this effect, so you delete it at the end
played by this effect can't digivolve to
level 7, and at the end of your opponent's of your opponent's turn.
turn, delete that Digimon." Do I delete
that Digimon even if digivolution cards are
added by an effect and then it becomes
another Digimon due to an effect such as
<De-Digivolve>?
No, if the Digimon to digivolve into is level
If I use this card's effect to play a
Digimon, can I DNA digivolve that Digimon 7, DNA digivolving is not possible either.
into a level 7 Digimon?
Does this card's [Security] effect activate
if I or my opponent don't have any
Digimon in the respective battle areas?

1

If one of your level 6 Digimon with
[Machine] in its traits is in the battle area,
you may use this Option card even when
you don't have a red and black Digimon or
Tamer in play.

Yes, it activates. Suspend 1 of your
opponent's Digimon if you don't have any
Digimon in play, and unsuspend 1 of your
Digimon if your opponent doesn't have
any Digimon in play.

